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Introduction

The purpose of this document is to document and track UX recommendations along with WCAG compliance issues for 
the GeoBlue Compass website/product.

The IT department has identified GeoBlue Compass as needing necessary upgrades to help increase functionality for our 
users. At this time we also wish to implement WCAG guidelines which will get the product closer to 508 compliance. This
will also help us identify any WCAG compliance issues in any future projects and help set standards on how to approach 
them. 

Out of scope

At this time we will not be making this responsive based off the bootstrap framework. This will remain as a Coldfusion 
site and there are no current plans to change to a .NET framework. 

Who this is for

UX/UI Designers and Coldfusion/.NET development teams. It is useful to have an understanding of HTML/CSS, WCAG 
guidelines and techniques set by the W3C, https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/, and WAI-ARIA 
https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/aria/ 

Full WCAG compliance

To make this fully compliant it will need to be tested on various screen readers such as JAWS. It is also necessary to 
implement ARIA attributes on each form element. ARIA attributes implementation is outlined on page 63 in the Further 
Requirements section. 

Version

number date author
0.5 April 21, 2020 MZillhardt

Issue types 

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG20-TECHS/
https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/aria/


WCAG compliance

UX recommendations 

         



Home Page - www.geobluecompass.com/index.cfm 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Menu links are currently too light. Link text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to 
the background text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value #757575
2. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16
3. Form controls require set labels. We need to add label elements here and 
associate them with the correct form controls. Form input structure needs to 
be <label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id 
<input id=”input name”>.
4. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16 and the secondary blue button 
background to #008094.
5. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #008094
6. News feed links are currently too light. Link text needs to be at least 4.5:1 
ratio to the background text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value 
#007385
7. Menu links are currently too light. Link text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to 
the background text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value #008094.
8. California and the EU GDPR privacy policies must be generated as tagged 
PDFs, or we need to convert these to HTML, to meet WCAG compliance 
standards.

UX Recommendations 
9. Bounding box opacity is low. Set opacity to at least .75 to differentiate this 
from the background
10. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
11. User expectations are that icons are associated with links. We should be 
linking these icons to their associated sections.
12. Currently the news feed box is very narrow. By widening it, we allow full 
titles to be displayed and this takes advantage of the white space leftover in the
bounding box. By doing this users can read headlines easier and we can display 
more articles in the feed. If certain member profile have additional content that
is displayed in the grey bounding box, we can change these layouts for those 
users.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/index.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 2.

Not shown
3. Coding for labels 
8. Coding required for privacy policy 
pages 
11. Coding for links



Provider Search - www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16 
2. Labels are orphaned. These labels need to be associated with the proper 
form controls. Form input structure needs to be <label for="input id" 
class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input id=”input name”>.
3. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16
4. Search by links need to have “aria-label” set. As it is, screen readers will 
become confused because the href is set to javascript void, and believe that 
the links are going to the same place 
5. Checkboxes are not wrapped in a fieldset. A fieldset provides a visual and 
structural grouping of related form elements. It is typically to understand the 
function of the check boxes or radio buttons.

UX Recommendations 
6. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
7. Allow users to select from a dropdown of cities in our database, like we do 
for the security profiles page. Right now, if users enter a city where no 
providers are, they get no results, and this can be frustrating for them.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 4.

Not shown
1. Coding for header
2. Coding for labels 
4. Coding required for aria



Provider Search Results - www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/provider-search-results.cfm
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG AAA 
compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16
2. Cannot skip headers. This will need to be set as an h2
3. Images cannot have the same alt text. Instead of “profile image” use name of 
provider. 
4. Cannot skip headers. The provider names will need to be set as h3s
5. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the primary
orange button background to #B15E16.
6. Missing form label. Form input structure needs to be <label for="input id" 
class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input id=”input name”>.

UX Recommendations
7. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/provider-search-results.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 6.

Not shown
1. Coding for header
2. Coding for header two
3. Coding for image alt tags
4. Coding provider name headers
6. Coding for input labels



Provider profile – www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/provider-profile.cfm 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Very low contrast. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background 
text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value #008094.
3. Cannot skip headers. This is not actually a header, as headers are used to 
navigate the page by delineating sections. Should be set as a strong element 
instead. 
4. “profile image” is not appropriate alt text. Use the provider name instead. 

UX Recommendations
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/provider-search/provider-profile.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 8.

Not shown
3. Change of h4 elements to strong, 
since these are not true header 
elements 



Destination Profiles - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG AAA 
compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
2. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
3. Remove these elements. They do not increase functionality in any way. 
Instead, have tabs for the City Health Profiles and the Security Profiles pages. By
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of the
product. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 10.



CityHealth Profile - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Currently these are h4s. These should be set as labels and associated with 
the proper form control elements. Form input structure needs to be <label 
for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input 
id=”input name”>.
3. Icons are missing alternative text. Set the globe icon alt text to “country 
icon” and the city icon alt text to “city icon”. 
4. Currently these are h4s. This skips heading levels. These need to be set as 
h2s or should be set as strong elements to have the same styling.
5. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
6. Buttons should be consistent across system. Should be capitalized as 
‘SEARCH’ 
7. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
8. Add tabbed navigation for CityHealth Profiles and Security Profiles. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those 
outlined in current state on page 12.

Not shown
2. Code needed to change these to 
labels and associate with proper form
elements
3. Code for alt text on elements
4. Change of h4 elements to strong, 
since these are not true header 
elements 



City Profiles - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/profile.cfm 
Current Sta

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. Text needs 
to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex 
value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed navigation, we can have this as an h2 while 
destination profiles is set as an h1.
2. Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their corresponding form 
control elements. Form input structure needs to be <label for="input id" 
class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input id=”input name”>.
3. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the primary orange 
button background to #B15E16.
4. Links do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the color to #B15E16.
5. Currently h4. This skips heading levels. Needs to be set as h2s or should be set as strong 
elements to have the same styling.
6. Section headings are all set as h4s. This skips heading levels. As such, each heading needs
to be set as an h2.
7. Links do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the color to #B15E16.
8. » links are redundant, going to the same place as the link in each section. These should 
be removed. 

UX Recommendations
9. Each of these sections should be made as an accordian element. This makes it easier for 
users to navigate to information they are seeking and only view the info they want.
10. Add tabbed navigation for CityHealth Profiles and Security Profiles. By doing this, users 
can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of the product.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/profile.cfm


City Profiles cont - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-
profiles/profile.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
11. ‘More’ links are redundant, going to the same place as the link in each section. These 
should be removed. Link text Is also suspicious. Links need to clearly describe the 
destination or function of the link, and extraneous text, eg ‘click here’ or ‘more’, should 
be avoided. Use page title / name instead.

UX Recommendations
12. Instead of having these as links, set to headers. Then, link to the appropriate section in
the text copy.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/profile.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/city-health-profiles/profile.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on pages 14-15.

Not shown
2. Code needed to change these to 
labels and associate with proper form 
elements
5. Code to change header to strong
6. Code to fix heading levels



Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in 
current state on pages 14-15.

13. How accordion element will look 
collapsed



Security profile search - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-
profiles/security-profile-search.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2. Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input
id=”input name”>.
3. Buttons do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16 and the secondary grey 
button background to #757575.

UX Recommendations
4. Add tabbed navigation for CityHealth Profiles and Security Profiles. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-profiles/security-profile-search.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-profiles/security-profile-search.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in
current state on page 18.

Not shown
2. Code needed to change these to labels
and associate with proper form elements



Security Profile - www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-
profiles/security_city_profile.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Set as an h4. This is not a real heading, so should be set as a strong 
element. 
3. Links do not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the color to 
#B15E16.

UX Recommendations
4. Add tabbed navigation for CityHealth Profiles and Security Profiles. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-profiles/security_city_profile.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/destination-profiles/security-profiles/security_city_profile.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 20.

Not shown
2. Code needed to set these are strong 
elements



Translation Tools - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
2. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
3. Remove these elements. They do not increase functionality in any way. 
Instead, have tabs for the Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and Medical 
Phrases pages. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize 
these sections of the product.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 22.

Not shown



Medicine Equivalents - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medicine-equivalents/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input
id=”input name”>.
3. Alt text is redundant. Globe icon alt should be “country icon” and medicine 
icon should be “medication icon”.
4. Layout tables are used here. Layout tables should not be used in HTML5, 
we should be utilizing the grid system instead. 
5. Button does not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16 

UX Recommendations
6. Add tabbed navigation for Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and 
Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and 
utilize these sections of the product.
7. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medicine-equivalents/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 24.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to create labels
3. Alt text code
4. Code necessary to replace table layout
with grid system 



Medicine Translation Guide - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medicine-
equivalents/medical-drug-translation.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low 
contrast. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to 
meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we 
implement the tabbed navigation, we can remove this.
2. This is set as an h4. This skips heading levels and is only being used to 
create styling. Set as a strong element instead. 

UX Recommendations
3. Add tabbed navigation for Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and 
Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and 
utilize these sections of the product.
4. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at 
lower sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
5. Set padding top and padding bottom to 5px on TD elements. This 
makes it easier for the user to read the copy and makes it so that the 
data tables do not appear squished. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medicine-equivalents/medical-drug-translation.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medicine-equivalents/medical-drug-translation.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 26.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to set as strong 
element



Medical Phrases - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-phrases/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input
id=”input name”>.
3. Layout tables are used here. Layout tables should not be used in HTML5, 
we should be utilizing the grid system instead. 

UX Recommendations
4. As outlined on pages 22-23 add tabbed navigation for Medicine 
Equivalents, Medical Terms, and Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can 
much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of the product.
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-phrases/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 28.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to create labels
3. Code necessary to replace table 
layout with grid system 



Medical Phrases - Results - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-phrases/
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id 
<input id=”input name”>.
3. Layout tables are used here. Layout tables should not be used in HTML5, 
we should be utilizing the grid system instead. 
4. Button does not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16

UX Recommendations
5. Add tabbed navigation for Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and 
Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and 
utilize these sections of the product.
6. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-phrases/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 30.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to create labels
3. Code necessary to replace table 
layout with grid system 



Medical Terms - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-terms/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input
id=”input name”>.
3. Layout tables are used here. Layout tables should not be used in HTML5, 
we should be utilizing the grid system instead. 

UX Recommendations
4. Add tabbed navigation for Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and 
Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and 
utilize these sections of the product.
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-terms/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 32.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to create labels
3. Code necessary to replace table 
layout with grid system 



Medical Terms - results - www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-terms/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. If we implement the tabbed 
navigation, we can remove this.
2.  Form labels are orphaned and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id 
<input id=”input name”>.
3. Layout tables are used here. Layout tables should not be used in HTML5, 
we should be utilizing the grid system instead. 
4. Button does not have a high enough contrast as explained in 1. Set the 
primary orange button background to #B15E16

UX Recommendations
5. Add tabbed navigation for Medicine Equivalents, Medical Terms, and 
Medical Phrases. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate and 
utilize these sections of the product.
6. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/translation-tools/medical-terms/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 34.

Not shown
2. Code necessary to create labels
3. Code necessary to replace table 
layout with grid system 



News & Safety - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast. 
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
2. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
3. Remove these elements. They do not increase functionality in any way. 
Instead, have tabs for the News Alerts and Healthy Travel pages. By doing 
this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of the 
product.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in current 
state on page 36.

Not shown



News Alerts - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/news-alerts/newsalerts.cfm 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low 
contrast. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet 
WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.
3. Link to go to the next page of the results is small and low contrast. Use a 
standard navigation arrow for this element. 
4. Empty table header. The <th> element helps associate table cells with the 
correct row/column headers. A <th> that contains no text may result in cells 
with missing or incorrect header information. The table should be three 
columns with ‘date’, ‘article’, and ‘country’ as the column headers. 

UX Recommendations
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
6. Add tabbed navigation for the News Alerts and Healthy Travel pages. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.
7. Remove Recent and Search tabs. This makes navigation more difficult. 
Instead have search functionality at top of page. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/news-alerts/newsalerts.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 38.

Additions:
8. Form labels are orphaned and need 
to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. 
Form input structure needs to be <label 
for="input id" 
class="hidden">name</label> and set 
the input id <input id=”input name”>.
9. Button does not have a high enough 
contrast. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 
ratio to the background text to meet 
WCAG AAA compliance. Set background
to hex value #B15E16.



News Alert - article - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/news-
alerts/newsalerts_article.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Cannot skip headers. Currently set as h3. Need this to be set as an h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.
3. Link to go to the next page of the results is small and low contrast. Use a 
standard navigation arrow for this element. 
4. 2. Cannot skip headers. Currently set as h4. Need this to be set as an h3.

UX Recommendations
5. Remove recent and Search tabs. Add tabbed navigation for the News Alerts
and Healthy Travel pages. By doing this, users can much more easily navigate 
and utilize these sections of the product.
6. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/news-alerts/newsalerts_article.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/news-alerts/newsalerts_article.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in 
current state on page 40.

Not Shown:
2. Code needed to set header to h2
4. Code needed to set header to h3



Healthy Travel - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Cannot skip headers. Currently set as h3. Need this to be set as an h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16. 
4. Form control elements require labels, and the labels to be associated with 
them. We need to have something like <label for="country" 
class="hidden">name</label>. 
5. ‘More’ links are redundant, going to the same place as the link in each 
section. These should be removed. Link text Is also suspicious. Links need to 
clearly describe the destination or function of the link, and extraneous text, 
eg ‘click here’ or ‘more’, should be avoided. Use page title / name instead.

UX Recommendations
6. Add tabbed navigation for the News Alerts and Healthy Travel pages. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.
7. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 42.

Not Shown:
2. Code needed to set header to h2 



Healthy Travel - Categories - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/article-
types.cfm 

Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16.
2. Cannot skip headers. Currently set as h3. Need this to be set as an h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16. 
4. Article link is set as an h4. This is not a true header. As such, should have a 
class applied to it to create the proper styling.

UX Recommendations
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.
6. Add tabbed navigation for the News Alerts and Healthy Travel pages. By 
doing this, users can much more easily navigate and utilize these sections of 
the product.
7. Add padding 5px to top and bottom of the TD elements. This makes it 
easier for users to read the article names and makes the elements not seem 
so squished. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/article-types.cfm
http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/article-types.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in 
current state on page 44.

Not Shown:
2. Code needed to set header to h2
4. CSS styling needed to replace h4 



Healthy Travel - article - www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/article.cfm 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is 
very low contrast. Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the 
background text to meet WCAG AAA compliance. Set to hex 
value #B15E16. If we implement tabs we can leave as h2. 

UX Recommendations
2. Add tabbed navigation for the News Alerts and Healthy 
Travel pages. By doing this, users can much more easily 
navigate and utilize these sections of the product.
3. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult 
to read at lower sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT 
Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/news-and-safety/travel-health/article.cfm


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in current state on page 46.



About - www.geobluecompass.com/info/about/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. Extraneous alt text. Do not use the word ‘image’ in alt text. Have this 
simply set to ‘compass’.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.

UX Recommendations
4. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/info/about/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in 
current state on page 48.

Not Shown
2. Alt text code



Terms of Use - www.geobluecompass.com/info/terms-of-use/ 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/info/terms-of-use/


Current Sta

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.

UX Recommendations
4. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial.



Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in current state on page 50.

Not Shown
2. Code to set header to h2 element



Contact - www.geobluecompass.com/info/contact/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.
4. Form labels are missing and need to be associated with their corresponding
form control elements. Form input structure needs to be <label for="input id"
class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input id=”input name”>.

UX Recommendations
5. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial. Add further 
contact information like we have on the GeoBlue corp contact page. This 
makes use of this large amount of empty white space, and gives users more 
options to contact necessary channels. 
6. Make form column wider. Currently, the column is narrow, creating a lot of
unused white space on the page. It is more useful to have a larger column, 
allowing more space for users to enter data.
7. Set all form fields to required other than phone, which is optional. This cuts
down on form errors and helps ensure user completion. 
8. Fade and disable the submit button until the form is properly filled out. 
This makes it so the user cannot submit the incomplete form creating errors. 
Submit button should also be capitalized as SUBMIT, keeping consistent with 
the buttons across the website.

http://www.geobluecompass.com/info/contact/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 52.

Not Shown
2. Code to set header to h2 element
4. Code for form labels



Privacy Policy - www.geobluecompass.com/info/privacy-policy/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h2 and all subsequent 
headers at this level set to h2.
3. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.

UX Recommendations
4. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial. Add further 
contact information like we have on the GeoBlue corp contact page. This 
makes use of this large amount of empty white space, and gives users more 
options to contact necessary channels. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/info/privacy-policy/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in current state on page 54.

Not Shown
2. Code to set header to h2 element



Registration - www.geobluecompass.com/account/create/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. This is not a real header. Set as a strong element instead. 
3. Form labels are missing and need to be associated with their corresponding
form control elements. Form input structure needs to be <label for="input id"
class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id <input id=”input name”>.
4. Links are very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to hex value 
#B15E16.
5. Button is very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to background to hex 
value #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
6. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial. Add further 
contact information like we have on the GeoBlue corp contact page. This 
makes use of this large amount of empty white space, and gives users more 
options to contact necessary channels. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/account/create/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined 
in current state on page 56.

Not Shown
2. Code to set header to strong element
3. Code for form labels



Password Reset - www.geobluecompass.com/account/password-reset/ 
Current State

WCAG issues
1. Cannot skip headers. Need this to be set as an h1. Also is very low contrast.
Text needs to be at least 4.5:1 ratio to the background text to meet WCAG 
AAA compliance. Set to hex value #B15E16. 
2. Form labels are missing and need to be associated with their 
corresponding form control elements. Form input structure needs to be 
<label for="input id" class="hidden">name</label> and set the input id 
<input id=”input name”>.
3. Button is very low contrast, as outlined in issue 1. Set to background to hex
value #B15E16.

UX Recommendations
4. Copy text utilizes narrow fonts. Narrow fonts are difficult to read at lower 
sizes. Set the body text font-family to ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial. Add further 
contact information like we have on the GeoBlue corp contact page. This 
makes use of this large amount of empty white space, and gives users more 
options to contact necessary channels. 

http://www.geobluecompass.com/account/password-reset/


Recommendations
Numbers correspond to those outlined in
current state on page 58.

Not Shown2. Code for form labels



Style Guide
Color palette

Main palette

D06F1A
Primary button. Links. H1 elements
0098ae
Secondary button. News feed links
H2-H3 elements
757575
Menu links
000000
Copy text

WCAG palette changes

B15E16
Primary button. Links. H1 elements
008094
Secondary button. News feed links
H2-H3 elements

May also be necessary to set anchor elements to text-decoration: underline.

Some users have impairments that make it difficult to view content with a 
low contrast ratio between the foreground and background. If marketing 
wishes to retain the current branding and color scheme, we can implement 
an alternative style and allow the users to switch between the main style and 
the WCAG high contrast style. We can place this style switcher in the header 
content area above the menu. 

Font family

h1, h2, h3, h4 'HelveticaNeueCondensed', 'Arial Narrow'
Copy text, paragraphs, lists, etc ‘PT Sans’, Helvetica, Arial
Font sizes

body text 16px
Paragraph, lists 1em
H1 2.0em
H2 1.5em
H3 1.25em
H4 1.1em



Further Requirements

Site Map

It will be necessary for us to add a site map. The intent of this Success Criterion is to make it possible for users to locate content in a manner that best meets 
their needs. Users may find one technique easier or more comprehensible to use than another.

Specific Benefits of Success Criterion 2.4.5:

 Providing an opportunity to navigate sites in more than one manner can help people find information faster. Users with visual impairments may find it 
easier to navigate to the correct part of the site by using a search, rather than scrolling through a large navigation bar using a screen magnifier or screen 
reader. A person with cognitive disabilities may prefer a table of contents or site map that provides an overview of the site rather than reading and 
traversing through several Web pages. Some users may prefer to explore the site in a sequential manner, moving from Web page to Web page in order 
to best understand the concepts and layout.

 Individuals with cognitive limitations may find it easier to use search features than to use a hierarchical navigation scheme that be difficult to 
understand.

Further reading for Success Criterion 2.4.5 - https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-mult-loc.html

Documentation on how to implement - https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/G63 

Form Labels

We use a number of forms on the current GeoBlue Compass site. On each of these, we are either missing form labels, or the current form labels are orphaned, 
meaning they are not associated with their form control element. The proper way to set up form labels and form control is as follows:

<form>
<label for="input-id">name</label> 
<input type=”input-type” id=”input-id”>

<label for="input-id-2">name 2</label> 
<input type=”input-type” id=”input-id-2”>

</form>

The for attribute on the label element and the id attribute on the input element MUST be exactly the same. 

https://www.w3.org/TR/2016/NOTE-WCAG20-TECHS-20161007/G63
https://www.w3.org/TR/UNDERSTANDING-WCAG20/navigation-mechanisms-mult-loc.html


In cases where we do not have the labels visibly present, we need to add the “hidden” class to the label. The hidden 
class will have the attributes:

.hidden{
position: absolute;
left: 0;
top: -500px;
width: 1px;
height: 1px;
overflow: hidden;

}

Alt text

Alt text is an important component of web accessibility for several reasons.

     It is read by screen readers in place of images allowing the content and function of the image to be accessible to those with visual or certain cognitive 
disabilities.

     It is displayed in place of the image in browsers if the image file is not loaded or when the user has chosen not to view images.

     It provides a semantic meaning and description to images which can be read by search engines or be used to later determine the content of the image 
from page context alone.

Alt text is difficult to implement. Determining appropriate alternative text is primarily up to personal interpretation. However, it is best to avoid things like 
“image” or “picture” within alt text descriptions. 

Every image must have an alt attribute. This is a requirement of HTML standard (with perhaps a few exceptions in HTML5). Images without an alt attribute are
likely inaccessible. In some cases, images may be given an empty or null alt attribute (e.g., alt="").

https://webaim.org/techniques/alttext/

https://webaim.org/techniques/alttext/


Headers

Proper semantic structure needs to be followed. We should not be using headers to achieve visual results, eg using h4 to make something bold. Headings also 
must go in order, h1, h2, h3 and so forth. Only one h1 element can be present on each page, however multiple h2-h6 elements can. Headings structure hierarchy
would be something like:

Header1
Header2
Header2

Header3

Further reading - https://webaim.org/techniques/semanticstructure/ 

ARIA

ARIA is difficult to implement and is not fully supported by all browsers and readers. However, ARIA is a necessary component for dynamic controls such as 
toggles, tabs, etc.  

https://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria-practices-1.1/ 

https://www.w3.org/WAI/tips/developing/#provide-meaning-for-non-standard-interactive-elements

https://www.w3.org/TR/wai-aria-practices-1.1/
https://webaim.org/techniques/semanticstructure/

